ABSTRACT A novel quality-driven kernel projection to latent structure (QKPLS) modeling scheme is proposed for concurrent quality-related and process-fault detection for nonlinear processes. Process data are initially mapped into a high-dimensional feature space by nonlinear mapping. The mapped data in the feature space are then projected by kernel representation into a process-dominant subspace that captures the main process variance and a process-residual subspace orthogonal to the process-dominant subspace. On the basis of the relationship with quality variables, the process-dominant subspace is further decomposed into two orthogonal subspaces, namely, a quality-related subspace that maximizes the covariance between the subspace and the quality variables and a quality-residual subspace orthogonal to the quality-related subspace. Afterward, three orthogonal subspaces are obtained, and monitoring statistics are established to achieve concurrent quality-related and process-fault detection. The application examples on a numerical example and Tennessee Eastman process verify the effectiveness of the QKPLS-based monitoring scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fault detection plays a key role in guaranteeing process safety and product quality [1] - [3] . Data-driven fault detection is gaining increasing attention due to the rapid advancement of data collection, transmission, and processing techniques [1] , [4] - [10] . Compared with model-based methods, the data-driven methods do not rely on an analytical model which is generally difficult to obtain in a process with large scale and complex correlations. Numerous multivariate analysis methods have been applied for fault detection, among which principal component analysis (PCA), canonical correlation analysis (CCA), and projection to latent structure (PLS) are the fundamental ones [4] , [5] .
PCA is commonly used to deal with processes consisting of multiple collinearly measured variables. This method
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generates uncorrelated latent variables by maximizing the variance [6] , [11] , [12] . Numerous successful applications have been reported, but the PCA method does not focus on quality variables. CCA is typically used to explore the relationship between two sets of variables available online [13] - [15] . This method finds the latent variables that maximize the correlation between the two sets. A residual, which is proven to be optimal, is generated for fault detection, but the CCA method requires that the two sets of variables are both available online. The PLS, which seeks the latent variables most closely related to the quality variables, is generally used for quality-related monitoring [16] , [17] . PLS characterizes the relationship between process variables and quality variables through latent variables. These latent variables are calculated from process variables considering that the quality variables are generally not available online. In [16] , the geometric properties of the standard PLS (SPLS) for process monitoring are revealed. One of the main disadvantages of SPLS is that the two subspaces obtained through the SPLS algorithm are not orthogonal. The qualityrelated subspace may then contain information that does not contribute to the prediction of quality variables, whereas the residual subspace may contain information related to quality variables. This property degrades the SPLS-based fault-detection performance. Several variants of the SPLS have been proposed [17] - [21] . An orthogonal PLS (OPLS) method was proposed recently [22] . The OPLS projects process variables into two orthogonal subspaces, i.e., the key performance indicator (KPI) or quality-relevant subspace and KPI-irrelevant subspace [22] . The efficiency is shown, but the OPLS is limited to dealing with linear processes.
By contrast, nonlinearity exists widely in industrial processes. Several methods have been developed to deal with process nonlinearity. A neural network-based nonlinear PCA method is proposed in [23] ; an artificial intelligence-based nonlinear PLS regression is proposed in [24] . These neural network-and artificial intelligence-based methods generally involve nonlinear optimization problem and have high computational cost. Kernel methods such as kernel PCA (KPCA) and kernel PLS (KPLS) have been developed to avoid nonlinear optimization [25] - [27] . These KPCA and KPLS methods have extensively used in nonlinear process monitoring [28] - [34] . The standard KPLS (SKPLS) method is generally employed for quality-related monitoring [25] , [35] . The main idea of SKPLS is first mapping the process data into a high-dimensional feature space and then performing linear standard PLS (SPLS) in the feature space. By using the kernel representation, only linear algebra is required and the nonlinear optimization is avoided. SPLS has limitations for fault detection in the SKPLS because the linear SPLS is performed in the feature space.
Motivated by these observations, this paper proposes a quality-driven KPLS (QKPLS) approach to achieve concurrent quality-related and process-fault detection for nonlinear processes. The process data are initially mapped into the high-dimensional feature space. Two orthogonal subspaces are constructed in the feature space, namely, a processdominant subspace that captures the main process variance and a process-residual subspace orthogonal to the process-dominant subspace. According to the relationship with quality variables, the process-dominant subspace is further decomposed into two orthogonal subspaces, namely, a quality-related subspace and a quality-residual subspace. The quality-related subspace maximizes the covariance with the quality variables, and the quality-residual subspace is orthogonal to the quality-related subspace. Monitoring statistics are established in the three orthogonal subspaces to achieve concurrent quality-related and process-fault detection.
The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews OPLS-based fault detection. Section 3 details the QKPLS-based fault-detection scheme. Section 4 presents the application examples on a numerical example and the Tennessee Eastman (TE) benchmark process. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. OPLS-BASED QUALITY-RELATED FAULT DETECTION
SPLS was initially proposed to solve regression problems. In [16] , the priorities of SPLS in fault detection is geometrically studied, and the limitations of SPLS in fault detection are illustrated. The OPLS method which projects process data into orthogonal subspaces is then proposed [22] . Let x ∈ R m denote a process measurement with m measured process variables. Let y ∈ R l denote a quality vector with l quality variables. With a period of process operation, input data X = x T 1 , . . . , x T N T ∈ R N ×m and output data Y = y T 1 , . . . , y T N ∈ R N ×l with N observations can then be obtained. Assume the input and output data are meanvariance normalized. The core idea of OPLS is to establish the correlation model between x and y as
where y = Mx denotes the part correlated with x, and y = e y denotes the part uncorrelated with x. The two parts are minimally correlated with cov(e y , x) = E e y x T = 0. With a period of process operation, the data can be modeled as
A solution of M is presented in [22] , and this paper only provides a brief introduction. First, let C X = XX T / (N − 1) be the covariance of the process data. A singular value decomposition (SVD) is performed on C X as
where
. . , λ m represents those small singular values caused by the linear dependence among the measured variables. The projection T = −1/2 pc P T pc X thus returns a set of latent variables that capture the main variance of process data. Second, considering the relationship with the quality variables Y, an SVD is performed on the covariance
The M is then derived as
The prediction of y based on x is given by
For quality-related fault detection, the T 2 statistic is constructed as
The threshold of the T 2 is determined as
Once the T 2 exceeds the threshold, a fault that affects quality variables is detected. This OPLS method handles the linear relationship among variables well but may perform poorly in dealing with a nonlinear process. By means of the kernel representation, this study extends this OPLS method to the nonlinear form.
III. QKPLS-BASED FAULT DETECTION
The SKPLS first maps the process data nonlinearly into a high-dimensional feature space and then constructs an SPLS model in the feature space. The SKPLS carries the deficits of SPLS in fault detection because the SPLS is employed. This paper proposes a novel QKPLS algorithm which is an extension of the OPLS to the nonlinear form to achieve concurrent quality-related and process-fault detection.
Cover's theorem pointed out that nonlinear data are more likely to be linear after high-dimensional nonlinear mapping [33] , [36] . Through a nonlinear mapping φ (·), the mapped data in the feature space are
where denotes the dimension of the feature space. The core concept of the QKPLS method is to identify the correlation model in the feature space as
where Y = M represents the estimation of Y, and Y = E Y denotes the part unrelated with . Multiplying T /(N − 1) to both sides, Eq. (10) becomes
For a large N , E Y T /(N − 1) ≈ 0. Equation (11) then becomes
An estimate of M can be obtained as
The inverse of T may be numerically unstable because linear dependence may exist among variables in the feature space. An SVD can then be performed on the C = T /(N − 1) as
The M can be approximated as
The kernel representation method can be employed because the form of nonlinear mapping may be complex. Considering that C is a real symmetric positive definite matrix, the solution to Eq. (14) can be obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem as [26] , [37] λw = C w.
Given that all solutions w with λ = 0 lie in the span of φ (x 1 ) , . . . , φ (x N ), the following equation is derived
Coefficients α i (i = 1, . . . , N ) that satisfy the following condition exist:
Combining Eqs. (17) and (18) yields [33] , [34] 
where α = [α 1 , . . . , α N ]. Before solving Eq. (20) , the kernel matrix should be centered to make
φ (x i ) = 0 as
Solving Eq. (20) means solving the following eigenvalue problem:
The solution yields eigenvectors α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α N with
The following condition should therefore be satisfied [33] , [34] :
The eigenvalues with the smallest values may cause numerical instability in calculating the inverse. The p with largest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are then retained. For a process measurement x i , the k-th (k =1,. . . ,p) score in the process-dominant subspace can be calculated as
The process data in the process-dominant subspace are
T . Although the specific forms of P pc and are not obtained, the T can be obtained through the kernel representation as Eqs. (24) and (25) . Recall that
Let
Afterward,
The k-th score of the new sample in the process-dominant subspace or the process-residual subspace is obtained as
An estimate of y can be calculated as
T . For fault detection, the T 2 statistic for the quality-related part T 2 r can be established as
Considering the limited number of available measurements, the threshold is set to be The uncorrelated part is obtained as
The T 2 statistic for the quality-unrelated part T 2 u is
The threshold is determined as
In the process-residual subspace, a Q statistic is established as [33] , [34] 
where n is the number of all non-zero eigenvalues. The threshold of the Q statistic is determined according to Box's equation as [33] Q th = gχ
where g = b/2a and h = 2a 2 /b with a and b denoting the estimated mean and variance of the Q, respectively. The determination of the thresholds assumes that the data in the feature space are Gaussian distributed. Once the Gaussian assumption is violated, kernel density estimation (KDE) can be employed to determine the thresholds. More details on the KDE-based threshold determination are presented in [38] . The conceptual diagram of the proposed QKPLS monitoring method is presented in Figure 1 .
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES
False alarm rate (FAR) and non-detection rate (NDR) are two main indices for evaluating the monitoring performance of a VOLUME 7, 2019 
A. CASE STUDY ON A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
A nonlinear process with four process variables and one quality variable is constructed as Process variables:
Quality variable:
where added to x 3 from the 51 st to 150 th point; Fault 4: a step change of 7 is added to x 4 from the 51 st to 150 th point.
Faults 1 and 2 are quality-related faults which will affect the quality variable, whereas Faults 3 and 4 are qualityunrelated faults which will not affect the quality variable. The monitoring results using the SKPLS, KPCA, and QKPLS for Fault 1 are presented in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , the qualityrelated fault is detected by all the three methods. The SKPLS T 2 shows good monitoring performance for detecting the quality-related fault with a small number of ND points. The fault however is also indicated by the SKPLS SPE statistic. These alarms in the SPE statistic are regarded as FAs because the fault only affects the quality-related part. The reason is that the residual subspace obtained by SKPLS contains the information correlated with the quality variable, which causes confusion in identifying the fault property. The fault is also detected by the KPCA T 2 statistic. The QKPLS T 2 r however has less ND points than the KPCA T 2 and therefore exhibits better monitoring performance. The reason is that the KPCA-dominant subspace (measured by the T 2 ) is further decomposed into the quality-related subspace and the qualityresidual subspace in QKPLS. The QKPLS T 2 r outperforms KPCA T 2 because the redundancy information to the quality is reduced. The fault is not indicated by the QKPLS T 2 u because the quality-unrelated part is unaffected by the fault. The KPCA and QKPLS share the same Q statistic, which indicates that the faulty points deviate from the established models and a process fault is detected. Similar results are evident for Fault 2, as shown in Figure 4 . The SKPLS T 2 and the QKPLS T 2 r exhibit good monitoring performance, but the large number of FA points in SKPLS SPE confuses the identification of the fault property.
The monitoring results for Fault 3 are provided in Figure 5 . The figure shows that SKPLS SPE has detected the fault. The number of ND points in the QKPLS T 2 u however is considerably smaller than that of the SKPLS SPE, which indicates that the QKPLS T 2 u has the optimal monitoring performance for the quality-unrelated fault. The fault is not indicated by the quality-related statistics, i.e., the QKPLS T 2 r and the SKPLS T 2 . Similar results are evident for Fault 4, which are shown in Figure 6 . The SKPLS and QKPLS detected the fault in the quality-residual subspace, but the QKPLS T 2 u performs the best with the smallest number of ND points. Monte Carlo tests are carried out 100 times for the four fault conditions, and the FAR and NDR for each monitoring statistic are presented in Figure 7 . The figure shows that the proposed QKPLS method generally provides the lowest NDR. The efficiency of the proposed QKPLS method is verified.
B. CASE STUDY ON THE TE PROCESS
The TE process is widely used to evaluate process monitoring performance [5] , [39] , [40] . The process consists of five typical units, namely, a reactor, a condenser, a compressor, a separator, and a stripper, as presented in Figure 8 . For quality-related fault detection, the measured variables (XMEAS) 1-22 and the manipulated variables (XMVs) 1-11 are regarded as process variables. Component G in Stream 9, i.e., the 35 th variable (XG) is generally used as a quality variable. A total of 21 programmed faults exist, among which the first 15 ones are known faults and the last 6 ones are unknown faults. More details on the process are provided in the previous studies [5] , [39] , [40] . The test data set under normal operating condition are first employed to test the FA performance. The thresholds of the statistics are determined through KDE, and the FARs for the statistics are 0.024, 0.021, 0.024, 0.024, 0.025, and 0.025, respectively. The FARs of all methods are within the practical acceptable scope. To illustrate the NDR performance, three typical faults, i.e., Faults 4, 5, and 20, are analyzed in detail, whereas the results for all 21 programmed faults are provided in Table 1 .
Fault 4 introduces a step change in the temperature sensor of the reactor cooling water inlet and it has an insignificant influence on the quality variable [5] , [39] , [40] . The monitoring results for the fault are presented in Figure 9 . The figure VOLUME 7, 2019 shows that the fault causes several alarms in the quality variable y, which is reflected on the T 2 y . The fault however is generally regarded as a quality-irrelevant fault because no significant derivation occurs in the quality variable. The fault is fully detected by the KPCA and QKPLS. The SKPLS SPE also detected the fault, but the SKPLS SPE has more ND points as compared with the KPCA and QKPLS.
Fault 5 involves a step change in the inlet temperature of the condenser cooling water, and the fault significantly changes the quality variable. Most of the parts of the process, including the quality variable, returned to normal condition due to the existence of controllers. The condenser cooling water flow rate however still has a bias which is difficult to detect. The results of monitoring using SKPLS, KPCA, and QKPLS are presented in Figure 10 . As is shown in Figure 10 , the fault is detected by all statistics at the beginning of the fault. After about the 500 th point, most parts of the process return to normal. The existing fault is detected by the QKPLS (or KPCA) Q statistic but not detected by the SKPLS method.
Fault 20 is an unknown fault, and the monitoring results for the fault are presented in Figure 11 . As shown in Figure 11 , the quality is affected. This influence has been detected by the SKPLS T 2 and QKPLS T 2 r . The fault is also a process fault which causes significant changes in the process variables. The fault is detected by the SKPLS SPE, KPCA Q, and QKPLS T 2 u statistics. The comparison of the statistics in Figure 11 shows that the QKPLS has less ND points than the SKPLS method. The NDRs of all 21 programmed faults using the SKPLS, KPCA, and QKPLS methods are presented in Table 1 . The lowest NDRs are marked by bold font. The proposed QKPLS method provides the lowest NDR for most of the faults. The efficiency of the proposed QKPLS-based monitoring scheme is verified.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel QKPLS-based quality-related and process-fault detection scheme is proposed to achieve efficient monitoring of nonlinear processes. The nonlinear process data are first mapped into a high-dimensional feature space. The data in the feature space are then projected by kernel representation into three orthogonal subspaces, i.e., the process-residual subspace, the quality-related subspace, and the quality-residual subspace. Monitoring statistics are established in the three subspaces which achieve concurrent quality-related and process fault detection. Compared with the KPCA-based monitoring scheme, the QKPLS focuses more on the quality-related fault by further decomposing the process-dominant subspace; Compared with the SKPLS-based monitoring scheme, the QKPLS derives orthogonal subspaces and overcomes the limitations of oblique subspaces in fault detection. The efficiency of the proposed QKPLS-based monitoring scheme is verified by case studies on a numerical example and the TE benchmark process. He is currently a Professor with the East China University of Science and Technology, Shanghai, China. His current research interests include complex chemical process modeling, optimizing, and controlling, process monitoring, fault diagnosis, and intelligent information processing.
